
Hunter’s Instinct 

 

When Rengar is eagerly tracking for the scent of the voidling who have torn out his eye, he found 

himself in an unfamiliar part in the woods. Still looking for the trace of his nemesis, he continue to wander 

around until he discovered some sort of ancient ruins. He tries to stall on the ruins and sometime later 

realized that it seems to be forming a labyrinth. After a deep walk inside the bricked walls he have been 

surprised to see a Trikishi a mythical creature with known to be extinct in those lands. The Trikishi is a 

three horned creature with a shape of a huge sloth, it has a bulky body and almost triple the size of the 

Killash warrior. The Trikishi is guarding a certain relic within the walls of the ruined city. Rengar was 

enthralled on what he had perceived and became pumped-up, not because of the treasure discovered, 

but towards the creature that he knows could test his strength at its full potential. Rengar was excited to 

seek his new prey, he have entered stealth moving towards the creature. Hiding himself from walls to 

walls, as a master of ambush he have developed to understand the blind spot from the perspective of his 

prey. The reason why he have drawn near to the Trikishi without being noticed. Rengar is patiently waiting 

on the gigantic creature to come near his hiding place and with his keen eye he knows that it is a perfect 

time for an offense. Rengar leaped with full force and landed on the Trikishi’s belly and began to merciless 

attack the creature with his steel sharp claws. Rengar was agonized on what he have seen his attacks don’t 

even seems to hurt the giant. His body was covered in a stone-like moss protecting his body and acting as 

an armor. The Trikishi have raised its arm and give a single blow to Rengar. The Kiilash fly miles away 

because of the attack, crashing the walls behind him. Rengar was startled with the attack, he know that 

he had discriminated his enemy and started to get up even with a huge wound on his back. He smiles, he 

knows in himself that it wouldn’t be an easy fight.  He is in a great disadvantage in terms of size and 

strength, but he knows that there is an aspect where he can overpower the giant. It’s with his agility 

knowing that the Trikishi’s size greatly affect its speed and the heavy moss covering around it heavily 

obstruct its movements. Rengar dashes through the walls hiding from the sight of his enemy. Silence has 

embodied the area, even the Trikishi is cautiously observing for Rengar’s next move. Few moments later 

Rengar pounce and take a couple of slash off the left rib of the giant, because of the slow reflexes of the 

Trikishi after it turned he saw nothing but dust. Rengar keeps on doing this strategy confusing the enemy 

showing from a certain spot and attacking from the opposite or random direction. Rengar keeps focusing 

his attacks on a certain spot of the creature and eventually his efforts has paid off, a crack has been seen 

on the moss-covered body. Unable to retaliate and confused , the giant became irritated and attack at 

random places on the ruins, pieces of rubble and dust have covered the place making the ambusher a 

perfect hunting ground, the Trikishi have lost most of his strength because this. Rengar continue to attack 

the Trikishi until half of its armor on the left side has finally wore off. The moss covering the monster for 

a hundred of a years and treat it already as an extension of his body, the behemoth has lost its balance 

and fall off the ground. The Trikishi was struggling eagerly but unable to get up. Rengar slowly walks to 

his enemy he knows that impaired enemy is an easy prey. Rengar has no interest on the relic the monster 

was guarding even though he know it could give him an immense power. He know that if he needs to kill 

an enemy it shouldn’t be relied on some magic equipment but with his own pure strength and skill, the 

kiilash warrior has decapitated the Trikishi. At last he had slain another worthy opponent, another display 

on his collection, He could bring home a new –Trophy.  


